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Just as social scientists have been tryins to explain villo the 
Has\'Jahil i are for the Dast 150 years or so, 1 1iterary hi storians of 
Swahili have been tryinq to delimit the boundaries of this literature. 
Unarguably, ethnic identification is an abstraction that is difficult 
for anyone to get a practical purchase on and this is no less so for one 
trying to figure forth such a concept as Uswahili from a body of 
literature. Indeed the t\·/o, ethnic identity, or US\<Jahili, and Swahili 
literature, or fasihi,2 seem to be referents for one another: for the 
latter is nothing short of a literary expression of the former. t'1ore 
specifically, Swahili literature may be seen as a particular set of 
literary constraints that taken together express a particular ethnic 
identification (Uswahili) of a group of people who acknowledge, support 
and defend this ethnicity. And thus I will argue in this paper that 
Swahili literature can be defined by the IS1IJahiliness," for 1I/hatever that 
is taken to mean at different historical points, of particular literary 
expressions. This in turn I intend to measure by an analysis of genre in 
Swa hi1 i prose. 
In much the same way that Royce was able to apprehend the changes in 
dance performance as evolving expressions of ethnic identification of 
different cultural groups in her The Anthropology of Dance (1977). 3 so 
too can the evolving sets of constituents that make up the regulative 
concept of any given genre in Swahili be seen as an indicator of aesthetic 
preference and hence ethnic choice. Therefore historical shifts in the 
apprehension of a genre actually may be seen as expressions of evolving 
ethnicity. Swahili literature, then, has variable boundaries that depend 
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on both time and context since the concept of Uswahili. and the acceptable 
means of its expression, are constantly in flux. To see this with more 
clarity one need only examine the diachronic development of one of the 
many Swahili prose genres: the hadithi. 
To begin with, as has been discussed earlier,4 the S\1ahi1i hadithi 
is etymologically connected to the Arabic radicals ~.D.Th which as a verb 
in form one means to "invent," while in form two it signifies "ta1k.,,5 
However since the advent of Islam, a1-t:aditb, (with the definite article), 
has come to signify a specific corpus of prose narratives that had a 
specific form made up of two Darts: an isnad (Ar. )~,, ) or chain of 
guarantors, and a matn (Ar. ~) or text, both of which had a particular 
context: stories about ~1obammed and his Companions. These narratives were 
intended to be short, verifiable records of Mohammedls sayings as a second 
authority to the Qurlan. In time this body of literature became attenuated 
and a false body of hadith arose as well and thus the semantic range of 
the hadith embraced both true and untrue accounts. 
Its earliest documented use in Swahili seems to be in the S~/ahi1i 
town chronicles6 where it is used as "history" and in the well-known 
example of the history of Liongo, Hadithi ya Furno Lionoo, an account which 
impressed Bishop Steere enough that he was able to write in 1870 that the 
story was liThe nearest approach to real history I was able to meet "'lith. 117 
However one also finds it however less frequently used as "fiction." But 
this may also be explained by noting that the principles of Arabic 
historiography, which very much influenced the Swahili chronicles, 
traditionally made little distinction between accounts that were true and 
those that \vere not. It mattered more that an account be recorded 
1 ­accurately rather than it bein9 corroborated by fact. ThLis the ta rik.b., 
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khPbar and ansab all included fictive materials as did the areat universal 
histories of al-Ya(qubi and al-f'.1as(udi. 8 And thus both Swahili uses of 
hadithi can be seen as a regulative concept expressed in this genre as 
an element of ethnic identification. A connection was clearly sought 
between Swahili culture and Arabic. Indeed the very concept of 
ustaraabu, the Swahili word for civilization which dates from this period, 
means literally IIArab-like,"9 yet with a critical East Il.frican application. 
Hadithi ya Furno Lionqo thus is Swahili and not an Arab story about a 
S\,iahili hero because: it is \vritten in Swahili; and it is written in a 
genre, the hadithi, that is measurably different in both form and content 
from the Arabic hadith having no recognizable isnad but a matn or text 
only which is a particular literary expression of Uswahili. 
During the next period in the development of Swahili prose genres, 
, 
the early part of the twentieth century, one may note that with the 
increasing influence of mission presses and the formation of the East 
10African Swahili Committee and later of the East African Literature Bureau, 
the hadithi underwent further alterations. The mission schools that had 
firmly established themselves along the coast by this time had already 
had an inordinate effect upon the Swahili language and its traditional 
means of literary expression. The hadithi, for example, was considered 
by many mission houses to be too closely associated with Islam to be a 
proper means of expression (especially through translation) of the 
Christian word; yet early translations of the New Testament such as 
Krapf's and Steere's" relied heavily on Swahili aid in the form of local 
Sheikhs, such as'Abd al!Aziz,12 v/ho were proficient in Arabic and who 
. . 
naturally translated a story about Jesus (It/ho was consistently referred 
to by the Arabic Isa Masia), as a hadithi it made perfect sense to 
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everyone except the missionaries and the Foreign Bible Society. 
In time the German mission sought to put richt what they considered 
to be this inappropriate influence of Arabic in Swahili writing although 
of course this was motivated from strictly personal concerns and Karl 
Roehl finally printed a version of the New TestaMent in Swahili in 1930 
that had been virtually purged of all Arabic words and syntax. In 
their stead the reader found Bantu words not in general use--or even 
understandable by the S~ahili.'3 It was against this background that 
one finds the hadithi in this period most commonly applied to fables and 
brief narratives unassociated with anything historical or Christian; 
rather now the genre habari seems to have been the genre of choice as a 
medium of things historical. Collections such as Visa na Hadithi (1927) 
for the most part contain translations of Oriental stories such as IIKisa 
cha Buddha,u uRafiki," Sultani Hakkum, IISultani r~ahmoudu and other stories 
from. Al f Layl a ~!a-l ayl a, although there is one very bri ef story about 
"Kristofer" \vhich begins"Hadithi ya Kristofa ndiqo hii :114 (The story of 
Kristofer is true.), Or Frederick Johnson1s translations of Kiplingls 
Jungle Books (Hadit-hf ~ Mauoli) {1929} or his Hadithi ~ r~jomba Remus: 
Clearly now the perception of the genre as a printed means of Swahili 
ethnicity had undergone a significant change as a regulative concept. 
But with some notable exceptions such as ~1uhamad bin Kidjumwa'5 
this phenomenon had occurred from without Swahili culture, not from within 
and the question may very \'/el1 arise, Did the Swahili themselves accept 
this use of the hadithi that was instituted by the mission presses and 
then formulized by the manipulation of the East African Swahili 
Committee and the East African Literature Bureau? While this is indeed 
difficult to answer, not knowing what was written but not published during 
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this period by Svlahili \,'riters, one can point to publisheJ Sv:ahili prose 
specir'lens such as HaGahi za Kale za Sunaura na Hadithi Nyincinezo (1936) 
that bear out more than a passino acceptance of such changes. And indeed 
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as Royce and others have pointed out, it is frequent changes outside 
of a culture that most often produce changes in aesthetic preference inside 
a specific culture. That is to say, a shift in aesthetic preference 
which may represent a choice in ethnic identification may very well be an 
internal response from some outside stimulus. At any rate, a S\tJJhili 
seventy some years ago (1850) \'lOuld have been much perplexed upon seeing 
the hadithi in the 1930's for clearly he would have witnessed represented 
in the performance of this genre, an evolving notion of ethnic identifi­
cation that claimed less Arab and more Bantu heritage than he n~i~ht have 
been able to accept. 
Finally in the contemporary period, one finds, yet another shift in 
the performance and thus the subsequent perception of the hadithi as a 
re~lUlative concept, for now it is seen once again as "history," something 
factual with an implied isnad. Undeniably there is here the manifestation 
of ethnic identification as one may note in Beth\'Jell Ogot1s explanation of the 
choice of hadith, the Arabic not the Swahil i word (hadithi), for the title 
of the liistorical Society of Kenya's proceedings: Itlle v/ish to resurrect 
the more scholarly and respectable connotation of hadTtb, meaning 
# 
history. 1l17The very associations that the various mission presses and to 
some extent the EASe sought to disrupt bJenty years ear1 ier are now 
reconstituted. Titles such as Kingdon's Hadithi ~ Ea«uria wa~ Tanganyika 
(1966), or even Hadithi juu ya Len;'n suggest as collection of ethno9raphic 
writing and expository prose this more "respectab1e" connotation are 
now more common. 
Gut as ltJell one finds just as cor:mon1y Kayunbo's Had~thi za Babu 
Zetu v:a .Janqanyi ka (1952) as a novel, fi cti on, or i!oorjehan I s ~:adithi 
Kutoka Nchi Mba1imba1i Zaidi (1970) as translations of Ali Baba, Hansel 
and Gretel and other stories, or the many prose specimens published by 
Longr.ians under the general title Hadithi Kusisimua (Thrillers) or even 
fables such as Hadithi za Mz:ee K.obe (1967) . .A.nd one may also point to 
versions of the New Testament and histories of the Christian Church that 
are described as ·hadithi too. Thus it seems that the perimeters of this 
genre by the 1970's have been widened significantly bearing out Ibrahim 
Noor Shariff's assertion that IISIt,ahili literature is and has been the 
creation of all groups amon9 the ~:aswahi1i."18 
How then can this brief history of the hadithi as a regulative 
concept expressing Uswahi1i at different historical points demarcate 
discernab1e boundaries of Swahili literature? In the first instance, 
the Swahili hadithi in the middle of the 19th century, the qenre formally 
expressed an ethnic statement like the story of Liongo, /\ Swahili hero, 
through a medium expressing truth or factual matters or occasionally as 
clearly untrue accounts, such as fables without any pretense given to 
veracity. Next, by the 1930's, it seems to have been a ~enerally 
acceptable expression of Uswafli1i to see the hadithi as primarily a fictive 
account, narrowing the acceptable constraints considerably. Then after 
independence, as noted, one finds another deliberate attempt to refocus 
the hadithi as a particular expression of Uswahi1i by reconstituting 
Oriental associations such as the case "lith the journal Hadith. Rut by 
this time as well, one can find all the previous uses--history, fiction, 
fab1e--in currency as well. 
Thus what can be concluded about the boundaries of S"Jahili literature 
7 
from studying a Swahili aenre as a requlative concept expressin~ 
Uswahili is that an analysis of a aenre at any narticular historical
---- .., ..'..,.
point w;l1 reveal ethnic choice in the forrl of aesthetic preference. In 
short, a 0rammar of (Jenre is nothi 09 short of a testament of Us\'!ahi 1; • 
the ultimate boundary of S\'/ahili literature. 
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